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Some items of interest for the SIG:
Upcoming developer meeting in Madrid,
with select SME participation.
Agenda is available here: https://do
cs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vB
dA30TLMS-BwR1c5nTOHkP9uVT
wl691fgysLw8_9IE/edit#gid=17352
8319
Martina Tumulla and Peter
McCracken will be representing the
RM SIG.
Anyone in the OLE community can
put in suggestions for breakout
sessions.
ALA Midwinter Activities:
panel discussion on open source
communities - A Peek Inside Open
Source Communities: An Open
Panel Discussion, Saturday,
February 10, 10:00 a.m. - 11:30
a.m., Hyatt Regency Denver
Convention Center, Mineral Hall E,
3rd Floor
Paula Sullenger will represent
FOLIO on the panel
Posted a blog - please share!
FOLIO reception- Saturday
evening, February 10th, 7:30 9:30, Tarantula Billiards Bar and
Grill: food, drinks, billiards!
RSVP here
Blog post here - please share!
PC and SIG members who will
be there are invited to dinner
before the reception. Please
RSVP to dinner here
Plan to cancel January 26th meeting as
some people will be unavailable due to the
developer's meeting.

Discussion on Acquisitions work to date.
Review Discuss posts under Resource
Management.

Questions from Acquisitions group:
1) What happens when you process an
invoice? What format does the voucher take
on?

At Chicago, processed in the system
and then it goes to the university
financial system. Some things need to
be processed manually. Invoices cannot
be altered in OLE so wire transfer
information are not added after the fact.
Check # and proof of payment are most
important. Auditors always ask for
voucher number. Need a way to handle
transactions that don't feed into the
campus's financial system.May have to
handle adjustments that don't have to
go through campus' system. With OLE,
invoices are generated for
cross-departmental payments - library
pays the full amount and then
department payment to library is treated
as a credit.
At Duke - only process payments that
are paid by check, other payments, e.g.
wire transfers, credit card payments, are
done outside and then added into the
system. Funds are encumbered until the
whole process is completed. Doesn't
bring in the transaction ID from a wire
transfer from university financial system
into ILS - they're not really needed.
Journal vouchers (JVs) come in and out
all the time.
At Cornell -The invoice is processed in
Voyager and adjusted when the wire
transfer is complete - then the invoice is
adjusted and then approved. We have
the means to code as manual so it
doesn't feed to AP at Cornell.
2) Is it sufficient to relate a fund to an
external account?
Yes, and more than one FOLIO fund
can refer to a single external account.
Preferred to have proof of payment = image
of check, but check # is typically all we have.
External number that external systems use
to get to the actual proof of payment. At
Cornell we make payments via check or
ACH, both have a number generated by the
financial system.
3) Within the FOLIO fund, if we have fields
"allocation to and allocation from" - if I leave
those blank, are we allowing people to
transfer to/from anywhere, or does this mean
that funds cannot be transferred to/from?
Why restrict? The number of people
who would be working on payments is
small so it should be up to them. If filled
in, they can be transferred to the
specific place; if blank, it's up to the
payment person's discretion (or allow to
anything).
4) ?

If our system cannot connect to
university financial system, there's no
reason to add in all of the statuses. It
can be important to include all of the
statuses when a payment can involve
many people/departments.
Authorization step is required for
auditing purposes.
We electronically feed invoices each
day in a batch at the end of the day,
from the Voyager invoice data file to the
financial system.
Screenshot for statuses from Duke are
in the Discuss post: https://discuss.folio.
org/t/invoices-ux-iteration-3/1473/6
It would be nice if there were a "sent"
status that was automated.
5) ?
Occasionally have to cancel processed
payment - "cancellation" status.
Preferred to have option to cancel,
rather than simply delete out. Good to
have both options as some people do
delete. It's important that there are
permission restrictions because there
could be serious ramifications,
especially if completed transactions are
able to be deleted.
Identify a status that is uneditable? Yes
Nice to haves: status labels based on
institution preference; for the entire
finances module, departments in same
institution would share statuses, at least
initially, though different ledgers could
have different settings.
6) How important are POs versus PO lines?
How many clicks will be needed?
Some institutions use PO lines, some
don't
Can vary between
monographs/one-time purchases versus
annual subscriptions.
If you allow for multi-line POs, you aren't
precluding those that use them.
However, if you limit to POs only, it can
be a problem for those that do use PO
lines. The process needs to be
streamlined so that PO lines do not
require extra clicks for those that do not
use them.

Next meeting

Update from Frontside?
Tags and holdings?

Action items

